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INTRODUCTION

1. The IPC Revision Working Group (hereinafter referred to as �the Working Group�)
held its fifteenth session in Geneva from May 29 to June 2, 2006.  The following members of
the Working Group were represented at the session:  Brazil, Canada, China, Croatia, Egypt,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Mexico, Norway, Portugal,
Republic of Korea, Romania, Russian Federation, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, United Kingdom, United States of America, European
Patent Office (EPO) (25).  Ukraine was represented by an observer.  The list of participants
appears as Annex I to this report.

2. The session was opened by Mr. M. Makarov, Acting Director, Patent Information,
Classification and IP Standards Division, WIPO, who welcomed the participants on behalf of
the Director General.
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OFFICERS

3. The Working Group unanimously elected Mr. M. Price (United Kingdom) as Chair and
Mr. A. Lioumbis (Greece) as Vice-Chair for 2006.

4. Mr. A. Farassopoulos (WIPO) acted as Secretary of the session.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

5. The Working Group unanimously adopted the agenda, which appears as Annex II to
this report.

DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND DECISIONS

6. As decided by the Governing Bodies of WIPO at their tenth series of meetings held
from September 24 to October 2, 1979 (see document AB/X/32, paragraphs 51 and 52), the
report of this session reflects only the conclusions of the Working Group (decisions,
recommendations, opinions, etc.) and does not, in particular, reflect the statements made by
any participant, except where a reservation in relation to any specific conclusion of the
Working Group was expressed or repeated after the conclusion was reached.

REPORT ON THE THIRTY-SEVENTH SESSION OF THE IPC COMMITTEE
OF EXPERTS

7. The Secretariat made an oral report on the thirty-seventh session of the IPC Committee
of Experts (hereinafter referred to as �the Committee� (see document IPC/CE/37/9)) and on
the IPC Forum Open Day which preceded the session of the Committee.  The Secretariat
explained that the purpose of the IPC Forum was to further promote the worldwide use of the
IPC by discussing the role of the IPC in accessing and searching patent information and
considering principal features of IPC reform.  The Secretariat informed that the IPC Forum
was attended by some 150 participants and that one of the main conclusions of the forum was
that all basic objectives of IPC reform had been achieved.  At the same time, the Forum noted
that the quality of the reformed classification information was not yet sufficiently high.

8. The Secretariat informed of the principal decisions made by the Committee at its
thirty-seventh session, in particular, that the Committee indicated to the Working Group two
possible alternatives in dealing with the problem of reclassification of patent files which had
arisen in the framework of the IPC revision project C432 and that the Committee adopted the
�Guidelines for Revision of the IPC� prepared by the Working Group and providing guidance
for the revision of the reformed IPC.  The Committee also expressed its satisfaction with the
activities of the Working Group with regard to the tasks �Elaboration of Classification
Definitions� and �Updating of IPC Training Examples�.
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9. The Secretariat also informed the Working Group that, in view of certain remarks
made at the IPC Forum and concerning the quality of the reformed classification
information, the Committee requested its members and other offices applying the IPC to
urgently implement measures for increasing the quality of assigned classification symbols,
to introduce the procedure of validation of classification symbols and to strictly follow
WIPO Standard ST.10/C in recording the symbols.  The Secretariat indicated that, as a
follow-up of the above request by the Committee, the International Bureau would organize
for industrial property offices the Meeting on the Implementation of IPC Reform, which
would be held in Geneva on July 3 and 4, 2006.  The purpose of the Meeting would be to
discuss the status of the technical implementation of IPC reform, to reveal outstanding
problems and to determine appropriate solutions therefor.

REPORT ON THE FIRST SESSION OF THE IPC ADVANCED LEVEL SUBCOMMITTEE

10. The Working Group noted an oral report by the Secretariat on the first session of
the IPC Advanced Level Subcommittee (hereinafter referred to as �the ALS�)
(see document IPC/ALS/1/5), in particular, that the ALS had fixed the regular dates of
entering into force of new versions of the advanced version of the IPC, that is:
January 1, April 1, July 1 and October 1.  In view of the probable adoption of several
revision projects at the next session of the ALS (September 13, 2006), it was expected
that the next version of the advanced level of the IPC would enter into force on
January 1, 2007, and would be available at least three months in advance.

11. The Working Group also noted that the ALS had included in the revision program of the
advanced level six new projects emanating from Harmony projects.  For two of these projects
having an impact on the core level, corresponding core level revision projects were included in
the program of the Working Group (Projects C 434 and C 435) and would be considered during
this session.

LIST OF PRIORITIES FOR DEFINITION AND MAINTENANCE PROJECTS

12. Discussions were based on document IPC/WG/15/2.  It was recalled that, at its
thirty-seventh session, the Committee of Experts had adopted the IPC Development
Program for 2006 to 2008 (see Annex IV to document IPC/CE/37/9).  Task No. 1(a) of this
program relates to the development of a plan for completion of all subclass definitions and
requests the Working Group to prepare a list of priorities in the second quarter 2006 and a
list of prioritized subclasses in the fourth quarter.  Task No. 2(a) of this program relates to
the development of a plan for maintenance of all subclasses which should result in a list of
priorities and the start of ten pilot projects.
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Definitions

13. Regarding the priorities for inclusion of new subclasses in the definition program, the
Working Group agreed upon the following:

(a) new or extensively revised subclasses should be treated with the highest
priority.  Their subclass definitions should be discussed in the framework of the
corresponding revision project with the aim to complete them at the moment of the
publication of the new scheme at the advanced level.

For each of these subclass definitions, a definition project should be formally created
and a project number be assigned in order to properly keep track of their status.  Comments
or proposals should however be submitted to the respective revision project on the
e-forum.  The corresponding D-project file on the e-forum should contain only a remark
referring to the respective revision project.

(b) For each subclass which is under revision, either in the core or the
advanced levels, the Working Group should consider whether subclass definitions are needed
or should be amended, if they already exist.

(c) Priority should also be given to subclasses where the rapporteurs of projects
R 701 to R 706 recommended the initiation of a definition project in order to clarify any
unclear scope of a subclass or of its main groups.

(d) Subclasses selected for systematic maintenance should also be included in the
definition program.  This would allow for a most efficient treatment because experience and
knowledge gained in a particular project would not be lost.  In such cases, the same office
should act as Rapporteur of both the definition and the maintenance projects.

14. In addition, priority should be given to those subclasses which

� have an unclear scope;

� present classification difficulties that are caused by shortcomings of the scheme;

� cover technology that has developed substantially since the subclass was
created;  and

� have a high search activity or high file size growth.

15. The Working Group agreed that prioritizing of existing definition projects was not
necessary, with the exception of projects in categories indicated in paragraph 13(a) and (b),
above.  Since a further nine definitions have been completed during the present session and
several other projects are in a rather advanced state, it is very likely that the aim of 50 additional
subclasses to be completed by end of 2008 would be reached.
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Systematic Maintenance

16. The Working Group recalled  the goals of the systematic maintenance of the IPC and
confirmed the following priority criteria for selecting subclasses for systematic maintenance
as adopted by the Committee of Experts at its thirty-second session (see Annex VIII of
document IPC/CE/33/12):

�� subclasses presenting classification difficulties that are caused by
shortcomings of the scheme;

�� subclasses covering technology that has developed substantially since the
subclass was created;  and

�� subclasses having a high search activity or high file size growth.�

17. The Working Group noted that the following tasks have now become separate tasks of
the Working Group in the IPC Development Program for 2006 to 2008 (see Annex IV of
document IPC/CE/37/9):  the removal of informative references (Task No. 3), the
introduction of residual main groups (Task No. 5), and borderlines between the core and
advanced levels (Task No. 9).

18. In view of Task No. 2(b) of the Development Program, which requires the completion
of systematic maintenance of 10 subclasses by end of 2007, the Working Group selected the
following subclasses:  A01F, C07B, F23G, and H04M with Sweden as Rapporteur, B01D,
C08L, C09D, C09J with the United Kingdom as Rapporteur, F04C with the United States of
America as Rapporteur, and D21F with the EPO as Rapporteur.

19. The Working Group recalled its decision taken at its fourteenth session that �existing
residual groups being residual to their whole subclass should be renumbered to 99/00 or
999/00, and their titles should be replaced by the standard title, in the framework of the
systematic maintenance of the IPC� (see paragraph 9(c) of document IPC/WG/14/3).  The
Working Group agreed to carry out this task outside the systematic maintenance of whole
subclasses and accepted an offer of the Secretariat to prepare a proposal containing the
necessary amendments which would be posted on the e-forum by September 15, 2006.
Offices were invited to comment on this proposal by October 27, 2006.  The International
Bureau was asked to prepare, by November 10, 2006, a rapporteur report for consideration at
the next session of the Working Group.

PLAN TO REMOVE REFERENCES FROM GUIDANCE HEADINGS AND
INFORMATIVE REFERENCES FROM THE SCHEME

20. Discussions were based on document IPC/WG/15/3 containing a proposal,
prepared by the International Bureau, relating to a plan to remove references from
guidance headings and informative references from the scheme.
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21. The Working Group noted that the Committee had agreed, at its thirty-seventh session,
that references should not be allowed in guidance headings, since guidance headings should
not limit or modify the scope of the groups to which they relate.  Therefore, existing
references in guidance headings should be deleted and either be relocated to the groups where
they are needed, be transformed into notes, or be moved to the Definitions in the case of
informative references.  In addition, informative references should only be present in the
Definitions, under the heading �Informative References�, and not in the scheme, as they have
no effect on the scope of the place where they stand.

22. It was also noted that the Committee had adopted relevant tasks covering the above
aspects in the IPC Development Program for 2006 to 2008 for the IPC Working Group
(see paragraph 21 of document IPC/CE/37/9 and, in particular, Tasks No. 3 and No. 4 of
Annex IV to the said document).

23. The Working Group agreed that the two tasks would be carried out in the
following way, incorporating a proposal, submitted by the United States of America,
to make the scope of main groups independent of guidance headings (see Annex 3 to
project file WG 011).

Removal of References from Guidance Headings

24. It was decided that this task would be carried out by the International Bureau as
Rapporteur, in the framework of Project M 031, which would be created on the IPC e-forum.

25. In respect to each subclass, the reference check should be carried out as follows:

(a) For each subclass, the Rapporteur should check all guidance headings within the
subclass and whether any of them contained references.  At the same time, the Rapporteur
would check whether a guidance heading has an impact on the scope of the groups covered
by it.

(b) For those guidance headings containing references, the Rapporteur should
determine which references should remain in the scheme (see paragraph 21, above).

(c) For references already existing in approved definitions, the decisions on removing
them or not from the scheme should be based on the definitions, unless there is disagreement,
in which case the Rapporteur of the corresponding definition project should be consulted and
the Working Group should take the final decision.  The definitions and the scheme should
then comply with that decision.

(d) In case of limiting references, the Rapporteur should decide whether they should
be relocated in appropriate groups of the subclass or be transformed into notes, with
modifications in wording as necessary.

(e) Definitions of corresponding main groups should be created to collect the
references to be removed from the scheme.
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(f) After steps (a) to (e), the Rapporteur should delete the references from guidance
headings, propose amendments to the scheme (including those corresponding to step (d),
above), and send them to the Working Group for approval.

(g) If a guidance heading has an impact on the scope of the groups covered by it, the
Rapporteur should propose new titles for those groups so that they can read independently of
the guidance heading.

26. Attention should be drawn to subclasses, where amendments have been approved and
where definition projects already exist.  In step (e), the Rapporteur should check whether the
proposed amendments have already been considered in the completed definition projects and
make necessary additions to definitions.  In case of substantial changes, step (c), above,
should be considered.  In case of active definition projects, the Rapporteurs concerned
should check whether the corresponding definitions have to be changed, taking into account
the proposed amendments.

27. It was agreed that the Working Group should complete the reference check for
sections A and H by end of 2006, sections C, D and E by mid-2007 and sections B, F and G
by end of 2007.

Removal of Informative References from the IPC Scheme

28. It was decided that this task would be carried out by the International Bureau as
Rapporteur at the initial stage.  At this stage the removal of references should be carried out in
subclasses where definitions have been approved, in the framework of the D projects and
following their numerical order, in the following way:

(a) Proposals with additional definitions, containing the removed references, should
be submitted for the corresponding groups to the relevant definition projects.

(b) In case of disagreement with the original definitions or doubt, the procedure
indicated in paragraph 25(c), above, should be followed.

(c) Definitions of corresponding main groups should be created to collect the
references to be removed from the scheme.

(d) The corresponding amendments to the scheme should then be prepared by the
Rapporteur and included in the proposal.

29. At a second stage, it was decided that Rapporteurs of definition projects, which would
be active by end of 2007, would include in their proposals for group definitions references
that should be removed from the scheme.  Once the project was completed, the International
Bureau would prepare the corresponding amendments to the scheme.

30. The Working Group expressed its gratitude to the International Bureau for volunteering
to carry out these two tasks as Rapporteur.
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PROCEDURE FOR REGULAR MAINTENANCE OF RESIDUAL MAIN GROUPS

31. Discussions were based on Annex 1 to project file WG 151, containing a proposal,
submitted by the International Bureau, for a periodical review of residual subclasses and main
groups for emerging technologies or classification problems.

32. It was recalled that during the reform of the IPC superresidual main groups (of the type
S99Z 99/00) and residual groups of the type 99/00 were introduced.  Paragraphs 162 to 165 of
the Guide to the IPC (Guide) give instructions on the use of such groups.

33. These groups were intended to replace the X-notation practice which had failed in the
past.  One of the purposes of the above residual groups is to identify, through regular
monitoring, such as by file size, new technologies for which there is no adequate place in
the IPC.

34. Concerns were expressed in the past that such groups could be misused either due to
lack of knowledge of the scheme, or lack of knowledge of IPC rules.  Therefore,l
paragraph 164 of the Guide gives more specific guidance on the use of residual groups.
Furthermore, a close monitoring of the activity of these groups could also identify
inappropriate use of the residual groups.

35. However, it was be noted that in offices where internal detailed schemes based on
the IPC were used, sometimes when the IPC did not provide places for new
technologies, internal schemes had been developed under IPC main groups which in
principle did not cover these technologies.  In such cases, the title and scope of such a
main group in the internal scheme were amended in order to cover the internal
subdivisions, creating a discrepancy with the IPC, and the increased likelihood of
divergent classification practices in the IPC.  Further, documents classified in the IPC
by rolling up the internal symbol would not be classified in a residual group and thus
the latter would not reveal the emergence of a new technology which could not be
properly classified in the IPC.  It was decided that these documents should not be
classified in the IPC by rolling up the internal symbol and, in the future, internal
schemes for new technologies should be developed under residual groups.  If such
residual groups did not exist, they should be created.

36. It was noted that the Committee had included in the IPC development program for the
Working Group the continuous Task 5(b) for the maintenance of special residual subclasses
and main groups (see Annex IV to document IPC/CE/37/9).

37. The Working Group agreed that this maintenance should include two steps:

� collecting of statistics on the use of residual groups by the International Bureau
once a year;

� examination of these statistics by offices in order to identify problems and solutions.
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Collection of Statistics

38. Once a year, in March, the International Bureau should collect and publish, on the
e-forum, statistics on the use of residual main groups during the previous two years, i.e., file
size and rate of growth.  The statistical data should be obtained from the Master Classification
Database (MCD) and should be presented in the following two ways:

� total number of documents per superresidual group, with separate indication of the
number of families having at least two documents classified in the superresidual group, and
another indication of the number of families having all documents classified in the
superresidual group;

� percentage of documents classified in a residual group compared to the total
number of documents classified in the corresponding subclass with separate indication of
the proportion of families having at least two documents classified in the residual group,
and another indication of the proportion of families having all documents classified in the
residual group.

39. Based on the above statistics, lists of documents per office and per subclass should be
prepared with particular indication of documents having other family members classified in
�normal� places.

Examination of Statistics by Offices

40. In order to identify inefficiencies of existing schemes to classify new technologies,
volunteering offices should examine families with two or more documents classified in a
residual place.  IPC classes for checking should be distributed to volunteering offices.
Following the publication of the statistics by the International Bureau in March, these offices
would present the results of their inquiry at the summer session of the Working Group.

41. In order to identify improper use of residual places, individual offices, which originally
allotted symbols of such places, could reexamine the classification of their national
documents classified in residual places, having other family members classified in normal
places, and either correct the classification (and inform the MCD) or inform the International
Bureau about a problem or inefficiency of the scheme.

42. In the period before the next (sixteenth) session of the Working Group, the International
Bureau should investigate whether, in the framework of a continuation of CLAIMS project,
automatic ways of identifying new technologies could be applied, e.g., by clustering
documents and identifying keywords that distinguish these clusters.
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INTRODUCTION OF RESIDUAL MAIN GROUPS IN IPC SUBCLASSES

43. The Working Group had before it, in particular, document IPC/WG/14/3 and
compilations of project files R 701 to R 706.  The Working Group agreed that no new
residual main group should be created in subclasses where consensus had been reached, in
the course of the last round of comments, that no such group was needed.  These
subclasses are the following:

A01H A21B A23B A23C A23N A24B A24D A41B A41D A41G
A42B A43B A47C A47D A47F A47G A47K A47L A62D B01J
B03B B04B B05D B07B B23B B27H B31F B41L B43K B60B
B60H B60K B60M B63H C03B C03C C04B C06C C06F C09D
C09F C09J C10B C10C C12Q C21B C22B C22F C25C C25F
D01H D02J D05B D06N D07B D21F D21H D21J E04B E05B
E06B E21C F01C F02C F16J F16P F17D F24H F25B F25D
F25J F27B F41C G02F G03B G07G G10H G21H G21J H02G
H04Q

44. It was further agreed that Rapporteurs should submit for consideration, at the next
session of the Working Group, consolidated proposals for the numbering and titles of
residual main groups in all subclasses where consensus had been reached that a new
residual main group was needed.  For the remaining subclasses, where no consensus had
been reached, Rapporteurs were invited to submit consolidated proposals regarding the
need of a definition or maintenance project, indicating those subclasses that should be
treated with highest priority.

REQUEST FOR REVISION OF THE CORE LEVEL OF THE IPC

45. The Working Group considered a request for revision of the core level, in the area of
main groups C12N 5/00 and C12N 15/00, submitted by Israel (see Annex 2 to project file
WG 020).  It was decided to create the revision project C 436 and Israel was appointed
Rapporteur.  The Rapporteur was requested to submit a new proposal, by July 15, 2006,
taking into account the comments already submitted (see Annexes 3 to 6 to project file
WG 020).  Comments were invited on this proposal to be submitted by September 15, 2006,
and a rapporteur report by October 15, 2006.

PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVING THE IPC

46. Following the procedure adopted at the twelfth session of the Working Group, proposals
were submitted to projects WG 010, WG 011, WG 012, WG 013 and WG 014, by Germany,
Japan, the Russian Federation, Sweden, and the United States of America, concerning
improvements in subclasses B21D, B41F, B60W, B63B, C07C, C07H, C09J, C11B, F21L,
F21S, F21V, F25C, F27B, F28F and in class F21.  It was noted that, in the future, projects
WG 010 to WG 014 would be replaced by projects M 010 to M 014 and that this change has
already been implemented in the Technical Annexes of this report.
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Subclass B21D � Discussions were based on Annex 4 to project file WG 014 containing
a proposal by Sweden to simplify the scheme of main group B21D 51/00 by deleting the
one-dot subgroups 51/02 and 51/16 and removing a dot from the remaining subgroups.

The Working Group approved in principle the deletion of these one-dot groups.
However, since this deletion impacts the advanced level, the ALS was invited to consider
whether intellectual reclassification of documents would be needed due to this deletion.  The
ALS would report on its findings at the next session of the Working Group in light of the
above consideration.

Subclass B41F � Discussions were based on Annex 1 to project file WG 014
containing a proposal by Sweden to move the advanced level group B41F 17/06 under the
advanced level group B41F 17/10, in order to achieve consistent classification in the
advanced and the core levels.  It was decided that further discussion was needed and for
that purpose the revision project C 437 was created and Sweden was appointed as
Rapporteur.  The Rapporteur was invited to provide a report by July 1, 2006.  Comments
on the rapporteur report were invited by September 1, 2006, in order to allow the ALS to
determine its position at its next session in September 2006 (see also Annex III to this
report for programmed actions in this project).

Subclass B60W � In view of the late submission of this proposal (see Annex 22 to
project file WG 014), the Working Group invited comments on the proposal in order to
consider it at its next session.

Subclass B63B � The Working Group approved the proposal by the Russian
Federation (see Annex 1 to project file WG 011), to remove the references to groups
B63В 7/00 and B63C 9/00 in the title of main group B63В 35/00 at the core level, since
these references exist already in the titles of core level groups B63В 35/71 and
B63В 35/58, respectively (see Annex 9 to this report).

Subclass C07C � It was agreed that the second structural formula given in the fifth bullet
of Note (1) after the title of subclass C07C should be corrected (see Annex 5 to this report).

Subclass C07H � It was agreed that the structural formula given in Note (3)(a)(iii)
after the title of subclass C07H was not correctly represented in the electronic version of
IPC-8 on the WIPO website.  The International Bureau was invited to correct this formula
following its presentation in the printed version of the IPC, which is also correct in the
RIPCIS database, as was indicated by the Secretariat.

With regard to the above two corrections, the Secretariat indicated that such corrections
should be considered as corrections of obvious errors, should be submitted to project M010
and it was agreed that they did not need to be discussed by the Working Group.

Subclass C09J � The Working Group approved the proposal by the Russian Federation
(see Annex 2 to project file WG 011) to move Notes (4) and (5) after subclass title C09J, and
place them before group C09J 101/00, with the scope C09J 101/00 to C09J 201/00, including
the corresponding editorial amendments proposed by the United States of America in Annex 4
to the said project file WG 011 (see Annex 6 to this report).
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Subclass C11B � Following a proposal by Sweden (see Annex 12 to
project file WG 010), it was decided to indicate the examples in the title of subclass C11B in
the standardized form and to modify this title accordingly (see Annex 7 to this report).

Class F21 � Discussions were based on Annex 9 to project file WG 014 containing
a proposal, by the United States of America, to delete Note (1) after the class title.  It was
agreed that this note should not be deleted since this deletion would lead to an extensive
reclassification in class F21.  The Working Group agreed that any proposal for
modification of this note, for example, an alternate wording of Note (1), should not
change the classification practice in this class.  Such proposal, if needed, could be
submitted in project C 438 (see next paragraph).  Impact on the need for reclassification
should also be considered.

Subclasses F21L, F21S and F21V � Discussions were based on Annexes 8, 7 and 10,
respectively, to project file WG 014 containing proposals, by the United States of America, to
remove Guidance Headings in these subclasses and adapt accordingly the titles of the main
groups covered by these Guidance Headings.

The Working Group approved the proposed modifications to subclass F21S, with some
amendments, which appear in Annex 10 to this report.  In view of the lack of time, the
Working Group did not consider the proposals for the other two subclasses.  In order to
facilitate the continuation of the discussion, the proposals for subclasses F21L and F21V, as
well as a possible proposal for class F21 (see above), would be considered in the new revision
project C 438 (see also Annex III to this report for programmed actions in this project).

Main Group F25C 3/00 � Discussions were based on Annex 2 to project file WG 014
containing a proposal by Sweden, to clarify the title of main group F25C 3/00, which
currently is defined by reference to its subgroups.  It was noted that the core level of the IPC
in this area contains no subgroups and therefore this main group is not defined in the core
level.  The Working Group considered also the counter-proposals submitted by the EPO and
Japan (see Annexes 13 and 24 to the project file, respectively), but felt that a more in depth
investigation was needed on the art currently classified in this group and on a possible overlap
of this group with other subclasses in case of a title amendment as proposed by Japan.  It was
therefore decided to create a new revision project (C 439) to deal with this problem and
Sweden was appointed as Rapporteur (see also Annex III to this report for programmed
actions in this project).

Main Group F25C 5/00 � The Working Group approved the proposal by Sweden
(see Annex 3 to project file WG 014) to clarify the title of main group F25C 5/00
(see Annex 11 to this report).

Main Group F27B 19/00 � Discussions were based on Annex 11 to project file WG 014
containing a proposal, by Sweden, to clarify the title of main group F27B 19/00.  The
Working Group approved the proposed amendments, with some changes, which appear in
Annex 12 to this report.

Main Group F28F 27/00 � The Working Group approved the proposal by Germany
(see Annex 3 to project file WG 013) to clarify the title of main group F28F 27/00
(see Annex 8 to this report).
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47. The Working Group noted the remark of Sweden (see Annex 6 to project file WG 011)
that several hyperlinks from terms in the Internet version of the IPC to the Glossary of terms
and expressions of the Guide pointed to a wrong definition of these terms (e.g. from the term
�plant(s)� in subclasses A01N and A01H or from the term �essential� in subclass C11B).  The
Secretariat indicated that these hyperlinks were introduced only in the Internet version of the
IPC in an automatic way and were not included in the database.  The International Bureau
would remove the wrong hyperlinks to the Glossary by July 2006.  Offices were invited to
submit proposals for corrections to project M010 indicating any other erroneous hyperlinks
that could remain in the text of the Internet version of the IPC after that date.

48. It was noted that the ALS had considered the proposal of the Working Group to move
the advanced level group A23B 7/06 below the core level group A23B 7/005, in order to
achieve consistent classification in the advanced and the core levels.  The ALS came to the
conclusion that it would be better to keep group A23B 7/06 at the place it stands and not to
change its hierarchical position.  In order to achieve consistency between the core and
advanced levels, it was proposed to move this group to the core level.  This proposal was
approved by the Working Group and appears in Annex 4 to this report.

IPC CORE LEVEL REVISION PROGRAM

General

49. The Working Group discussed four pending IPC core level revision projects and
approved amendments relating to those projects (see Annexes 1 to 3 to this report).  The
status of those projects and the list of future actions and deadlines are indicated in Annex III
to this report.  In view of the possibilities of RIPCIS to display technical annexes either on the
basis of a session, or on the basis of a project, or further on the basis of a subclass, and since
the IPC and Annex Viewer of RIPCIS would soon be available to offices, it was decided to
discontinue the practice of including annexes to the report corresponding to former
Annexes D and E.

IPC Revision Projects

50. The Working Group made the following observations with respect to the IPC
revision projects.

Project C 432 (chemical) � The Working Group approved, with some amendments, the
proposed one-dot group covering �algae� and the two-dot subgroups of groups A01N 65/08
and A01N 65/40 (see Annex 1 to this report).
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In respect to the problem of resources for reclassification, the Working Group noted that
Annex 24 to the project file contained statistics on the number of families classified in
group A01N 65/00 with the indication of the number of first filings or first publications per
office, once families with Chinese or Japanese members were removed.  Based on these
figures, the following offices indicated that they were willing to take part in the
reclassification of patent collections of group A01N 65/00:

� China, the Russian Federation and Sweden declared that they would reclassify
their entire national documentation in this area;

� Germany, Greece, Israel, Japan, Finland, Mexico would reclassify family
members having a national priority;

� Brazil and the United Kingdom, although regarding their participation in a
positive way, could not make a commitment during the session and reserved their final reply
for the next session of the Committee of Experts;

� China and Sweden indicated that they could reclassify also documents outside
their national patent collections and that they would give precise figures on the amount of
such documents at the next session of the Committee of Experts;

� the United States of America and the EPO indicated that they did not have
resources for any reclassification in this area.

The Secretariat reminded the Working Group that the members of the ALS had taken a
commitment to reclassify the PCT minimum documentation in the advanced level following
revision changes (see document IPC/CE/33/12, paragraph 28), and that the revision changes
under this project, once adopted by the Committee, would be part of the advanced level.

The Working Group requested the EPO to reconsider its position and to take part in the
reclassification of patent collections of group A01N 65/00.  The Working Group agreed to
report to the Committee the results of the consideration of the reclassification issue.

Project C 433 (chemical) � The Working Group did not approve the proposed
amendments to Notes 3 and 4 after the title of subclass C08K (see Annex 1 to the project file)
and therefore the project was withdrawn.

Project C 434 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the principle of complete
revision of subclass H04H, since its current classification scheme was insufficient for
searching, and accepted as a basis for revision of the core level the proposal submitted by the
rapporteur as proposal C, in Annex 5 to the project file.  This proposal was approved, with
certain amendments, and appears as Annex 2 to this report.
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It was noted that the transfer notes should indicate the whole range of groups where
documents should be reclassified.  Since the scope of the subclass was not changed, and
subject matter was not transferred from other subclasses, all new groups should be indicated
in these transfer notes.  The International Bureau was requested to investigate, and inform the
rapporteur accordingly, whether only one set of notes, i.e. for the advanced level, would be
sufficient for introduction in RIPCIS, the core level transfer notes being automatically derived
for the next edition of the core level.

The Working Group noted that, although there is no priority rule in this subclass, the
groups were presented in the order of the standardized sequence.

Comments were invited, by September 1, 2006, on (see the said Annex 2):

� the titles of new groups H04H 20/53 and H04H 20/86, in particular whether these
titles allowed to sufficiently distinguish the subject matter covered by these groups;

� whether the term �characteristics� in the group H04H 60/35 was appropriate in
view of the subject matter covered, or whether another term, e.g. �things� or �items�, would
be preferable;

� whether the title of the group H04H 60/61 was appropriate in view of its intended
scope and whether an example would be useful at the end of the title;

� which of the bulleted term definitions proposed by the Rapporteur in said Annex 5
(see Note (2) after the subclass title) should be retained in the scheme and at which place;

� whether the overall scope of the subclass was unchanged in view of the new groups;

� whether any limiting references should be introduced between new groups in the
scheme in order to limit unnecessary multiple classification;

� whether additional references were needed in other subclasses to the new groups.

The rapporteur was invited to submit a report, by October 1, 2006, including existing
references in other places, pointing to subclass H04H, that should be modified.

Project C 435 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the creation of the new
subclass H04W, its title, the notes defining its scope and the note on the application of the
first place priority rule (see Annex 3 to this report).

It was agreed that the proposed titles of the main groups (see Annex 2 to the project file)
were not explicit enough in the context of the core level.  The Rapporteur was invited to
submit new titles, by July 15, 2006, that would allow the use of the core level without a need
of consulting the advanced level.
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Comments were invited, by September 1, 2006, on:

� the new main group titles to be proposed;

� whether the term �provisioning� was clear enough or whether it should be
replaced by another term, e.g. �providing wireless services�;

� whether the last paragraph in Note (1) after the subclass title was appropriately
worded and placed;

� whether the approved Note (2) was complete in order to clarify the relation with
other subclasses, and whether further references were needed, either in subclass H04W or in
other subclasses, in order to avoid overlap between this subclass and other subclasses, in
particular of class H04.

UPDATING OF IPC TRAINING EXAMPLES

General

51. The Working Group had before it, in particular, the compilations of the relevant
Training Example (TE) project files.

52. The Working Group discussed the last set of 15 currently pending IPC TE projects.

53. The Working Group noted the problem, pointed out by French-speaking offices, relating
to the use of a non-standard IPC terminology in the French version of some training
examples, such as in the titles of the training example template.

54. Those offices were invited to provide the International Bureau with a list of
problematic technical terms, in order to improve the quality of the French version of
training examples under preparation.  The International Bureau would forward this list to
its translation section and would correct the titles of the training example template of the
already translated examples.

55. The Working Group made the following observations with respect to the IPC TE
projects. Examples approved during this session would be distributed among members of the
Editorial Board for editorial checking.  All references to annexes in this paragraph refer to
annexes of the corresponding project file, unless otherwise stated.
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IPC Training Example Projects

Project TE 120 (chemical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur proposal
contained in Annex 17, with some amendments, to appear as Annex 18.

Project TE 131 (chemical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur proposal
contained in Annex 15, with some amendments, to appear as Annex 18.

Project TE 132 (chemical) � The Working Group agreed that this example would be a
useful training example illustrating �Markush-type formulae�.  The Rapporteur was invited to
submit an initial proposal taking into account the Task Force decision contained in Annex 3.

Project TE 216 (mechanical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur
proposal contained in Annex 14.

Project TE 218 (mechanical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur
proposal contained in Annex 11.

Project TE 219 (mechanical) � The Working Group conditionally approved the last
rapporteur proposal contained in Annex 20.  The Rapporteur was invited to submit a new
proposal taking into account all the comments made during the discussions, e.g., deleting the
current additional information A1, adding a second piece of invention information I2 and
redrafting the corresponding tables and the �Analysis� section based on those changes.

Project TE 222 (mechanical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur
proposal contained in Annex 13.

Project TE 225 (mechanical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur
proposal contained in Annex 12.

Project TE 228 (mechanical) � Discussions were based on the last rapporteur proposal
contained in Annex 9.  The Working Group approved the proposal with Alternative 1.

Project TE 232 (mechanical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur
proposal contained in Annex 7.

Project TE 233 (mechanical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur
proposal contained in Annex 7, with the instruction to the members of the Editorial Board
to remove the phrase �potential novel and non-obvious �� which appeared in the
�Invention Information� and �Additional Information� sections.  The Working Group
emphasized that a similar checking should be carried out by the Editorial Board for all the
approved training examples.
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Project TE 234 (mechanical) � The Working Group conditionally approved the last
rapporteur proposal contained in Annex 8.  The Rapporteur was invited to submit a new
proposal taking into account all the comments made during the discussion, e.g., by replacing
�Abstract� in the �Brief Description of the Artificial Example� section by �The Invention is�
and adding an explanation, in �Analysis� section, that �the inserts� do not constitute a layer,
in light of  Note (4) after the title of subclass B32B, and therefore they should not be
classified in group B32B 3/10.

Project TE 334 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur proposal
contained in Annex 15, with some amendments, to appear as Annex 16.

Project TE 336 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur proposal
contained in Annex 10.

Project TE 338 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the last rapporteur proposal
contained in Annex 6.

IPC DEFINITIONS PROGRAM

56. The Working Group had before it, in particular, document IPC/WG/14/3 and
compilations of the relevant definition project files.  The decisions of the Working Group
with respect to those projects, in particular new deadlines and appointment of offices for the
preparation of French versions, are listed in Annex IV to this report.  Further information with
respect to some of those decisions is given in paragraph 57, below.

57. The Working Group made the following observations, in addition to the decisions set
forth in Annex IV to this report, with respect to the cited IPC definition projects.  All
references to annexes in this paragraph refer to annexes of the corresponding project file,
unless otherwise stated.

IPC Definition Projects

58. The Working Group approved, without further changes, the English versions of
definition projects D 049 (Annex 25), D 060 (Annex 12), D 064 (Annex 13), D 070
(Annex 18), D 072 (Annex 14), D 080 (Annex 15), D 083 (Annex 7), D 084 (Annex 3),
D 104 (Annex 06), and the French version of definition projects D034 (Annex 24),
D 035 (Annex 17) and D 043 (Annex 18).

Project D 016 (mechanical) � The Working Group approved the French version of
Annex 21 with the amendments of Annex 22.

Project D 031 (mechanical) � The Working Group approved the French version of
Annex 44 with the amendments of Annex 43, and agreed to remove the reference to
group F16L 11/00 in the already approved English version.
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Project D 036 (chemical) � The Working Group approved the French version of
Annex 55, subject to adding �pour freins et embrayages� to the title of the reference to
group F16D 69/02 in the definition of main group C04B 35/00.  The Working Group further
agreed to amend the approved English version subject to the three amendments as detailed at
the end of Annex 55.

Project D 046 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the French version of
Annex 18, subject to adding �lentilles de contact� to the title, and to moving the reference to
main group A61F 9/00 into the informative references.

Project D 053 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the French version of
Annex 15, subject to an editorial amendment.

Project D 056 (chemical) � The Working Group approved the English version of
Annex 14, subject to an editorial amendment.

Project D 057 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the English version of
Annex 8, subject to the completion of the truncated title of group G06F 1/00.

Project D 059 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the English version of
Annex 8, subject to some editorial amendment and the deletion of the informative
reference to group H05K 5/00 in the definition of main group H02K 9/00.

Project D 065 (chemical) � The Working Group invited the Rapporteur to prepare a
new proposal taking into account the latest comments by Japan (see Annex 21).

Project D 071 (chemical) � The Working Group approved the English version of
Annex 5, subject to the three editorial amendments as detailed at the end of Annex 6.
The Working Group further approved the French version of Annex 6

Project D 082 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the English version of
Annex 13, subject to an editorial amendment including the positioning of the last bullet in
the definition statement after the third bullet.

Project D 090 (chemical) � The Working Group approved the English version of
Annex 10, subject to deleting the limiting reference to C07, adding a limiting reference to
C12P with the title �production of polymers using enzymes�, removing the informative
reference to C25, removing the entry for �macromolecular compounds, polymers� in the
Glossary, and amending the entry in the Glossary for �aliphatic radical� by replacing the
references to main group by the references to subgroups as in the corresponding note in
subclass C08F.

Project D 091 (chemical) � The Working Group approved the English version of
Annex 10, subject to removing the limiting reference to class C07, adding a limiting
reference to subclass C12P with the title �production of polymers using enzymes�, and
removing the entry for �macromolecular compounds, polymers� in the Glossary.

Project D 119 (electrical) � The Working Group approved the English version of
Annex 8, subject to an editorial amendment.
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LENGTH AND FREQUENCY OF ANNUAL SESSIONS OF THE WORKING GROUP

59. Discussions were based on Annex 12 to project file WG 121, containing a proposal
submitted by the Rapporteur (Ireland) on the length and frequency of future sessions of the
Working Group, on the work of Task Forces, and on the use of the IPC electronic forum.

60. It was decided to keep the current practice of two one-week sessions per year.  If
needed, the Secretariat and the Chair would extend a session by two days, would determine
which items should be discussed during these days and inform the Working Group, at least
two months in advance, of this extension.  Preference should be given in such cases, if
possible, to use three days from the first week and four from the second.  This practice could
change in the future if the workload changes dramatically.

61. It was agreed that Task Force meetings would be convened by the Working Group on
an ad hoc basis and should continue to submit their conclusions back to the Working Group
for adoption.

62. It was also decided that projects discussed on the IPC electronic forum should be
always brought to the Working Group for approval.  The number of electronic approvals
should serve as a basis to identify the progress of a project and whether it could be presented
to the Working Group for discussion.

STATUS OF THE WORK

63. The Chair stated that, on the agenda of this session, 17 definition projects were
approved in English and nine definition projects were completed in both English and French.
In total, 57 definition projects have been completed so far.  Annex IV to this report gave the
status of each definition project on the program.  He also stated that in total, 14 training
example projects were completed and approved by the Working Group.  He finally indicated
that one revision project has been dealt with and completed in one language, while four new
revision projects were included in the program of the revision of the core level (see Annex III
to this report for the status of each revision project).

64. The Chair stated that, at this session, the Working Group had continued an important
work program of the implementation of the results of IPC reform and had achieved
good progress.  In particular, the Working Group has completed tasks 1(a), 2(a), 4(a) and 5(b)
of the IPC development program, scheduled for the second quarter of 2006.
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NEXT SESSION OF THE WORKING GROUP

65. The Working Group having assessed the workload expected for its next session
(see paragraph 66, below), agreed to devote the first two days to the mechanical field, the
third and fourth days to the electrical field and the last day to the chemical field.  When
convening the next session, the International Bureau was requested to consider, in
consultation with the Chair, the possible need for an extension of the session, depending on
the envisaged amount of work, and for the modification of the number of days devoted to any
technical field.

66. The Working Group noted the following tentative dates for its sixteenth session.

November 27 to December 1, 2006.

67. The Working Group unanimously
adopted this report by electronic means on
June 20, 2006.

[Annexes follow]
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(III, IV)

22. Next session of the Working Group 65, 66

23. Adoption of the report of the session 67

24. Closing of the session

 [Annex III follows]
                                                
* (F) indicates that only the French version of projects approved in English is to be considered.
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R:  Rejected/Rejeté
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Annex(es) to this report and
remarks/Annexe(s)
du présent rapport

et remarques

432 A01N C CN C FR A 50 French version by 15.09.06/
Version française pour le
15.09.06

433 C08K,
C08L

C GB B W 50 Project withdrawn/
Projet retiré

434 H04H E JP 01.09.06 D EP 01.10.06 A 50 French version by 15.09.06/
Version française pour le
15.09.06

435 H04W E EP 01.09.06 A EP 15.10.06 A 50 Proposal by EP by 15.07.06/
Proposition par EP pour le
15.07.06

436 C12N IL 15.09.06 C 15.10.06 45 Proposal by IL by 15.07.06/
Proposition par IL pour le
15.07.06

437 B41F M SE 01.09.06 B 15.10.06 46 Initial rapporteur report by SE
by 01.07.06/
Rapport de rapporteur initial
par SE pour le 01.07.06

438 F21 M US 15.09.06 B 15.10.06 46
439 F25C M SE 15.09.06 B 15.10.06 46 Initial rapporteur report by SE

by 01.07.06/
Rapport de rapporteur initial
par SE pour le 01.07.06

[Annex IV follows/
L’annexe IV suit]
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ÉTAT D’AVANCEMENT DES PROJETS DE DÉFINITIONS

Status/État d’avancement :
E: English version approved (with indication at which session it was approved)/

Version anglaise approuvée (avec l’indication de la session à laquelle celle-ci a été approuvée)
F: French version approved/Version française approuvée
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001 A01N C US FR E WG/8
F WG/11

002 C07C C US EP E WG/9
F WG/12

003 C08J C SE CH E WG/8
F WG/12

004 C09K C EP EP E WG/12
F WG/12

005 C40B C EP EP E WG/11
F WG/12

006 B81B E US FR E WG/13
F WG/14

007 B81C E US FR E WG/9
F WG/12

008 B82B E US FR E WG/9
F WG/13

009 G01N E EP EP E WG/13
F WG/14

010 G01S E DE CH E WG/12
F WG/13

011 H01L E DE EP E WG/9
F WG/13

012 A44B M US CH E WG/11
F WG/13

013 A61B M US FR E WG/12
F WG/13

014 A61N M US FR E WG/13
F WG/14

015 B60T M GB FR E WG/11
F WG/12

016 B61L M US CH E WG/14
F WG/15
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Prochaines actions

017 B66B M US FR E WG/12
F WG/13

018 F04C M EP FR E WG/13
F WG/14

019 F23B M SE CH E WG/12
F WG/13

020 F23C M SE CH E WG/12
F WG/13

021 A61K C EP EP E WG/13
F WG/13

022 A61P C EP EP E WG/11
F WG/12

023 A61Q C EP EP E WG/11
F WG/12

024 B01D C GB FR E WG/11
F WG/12

025 C07F C RU EP E WG/9
F WG/11

026 C10L C EP EP E WG/9
F WG/11

027 G01M E RU CH E WG/12
F WG/13

028 H01H E EP FR E WG/12
F WG/13

029 A61G M US FR E WG/11
F WG/13

030 B32B M EP EP E WG/8
F WG/12

031 E01D M US EP E WG/14
F WG/15

032 F23G M SE EP E WG/11
F WG/13

033 A01H C SE CH E WG/9
F WG/11

034 B60R M US FR E WG/14
F WG/15

035 B60V M US FR E WG/14
F WG/15

036 C04B C EP EP E WG/14
F WG/15

037 C07J C RU EP E WG/11
F WG/12

038 C07K C SE EP E WG/11
F WG/13

039 C12N C US CH E WG/12
F WG/13
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Next actions/
Prochaines actions

040 C12P C US FR E WG/11
F WG/13

041 F01M M GB FR E  WG/11
F WG/13

042 F16N M GB FR E WG/11
F WG/13

043 G01P E US CH E WG/14
F WG/15

044 G01T E SE CH E WG/11
F WG/12

045 G01V E DE CH E WG/9
F WG/12

046 G02C E US CH E WG/14
F WG/15

047 H01P E GB CH E WG/9
F WG/12

048 H04B E RU FR E WG/14
F WG/14

049 H04L E SE FR E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

050 G01B E DE FR E WG/11
F WG/13

051 G01C E DE CH E WG/11
F WG/13

052 G11B E JP FR E WG/11
F WG/13

053 H02P E EP EP E WG/14
F WG/15

054 G06Q E EP Comments by 30.06.06/
Observations pour le 30.06.06

055 F21 M DE Comments by 01.09.06/
Observations pour le 01.09.06

056 C07D C IE EP E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

057 G06F E EP EP E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

058 B60K M EP Comments by 01.09.06/
Observations pour le 01.09.06

059 H02K E EP EP E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

060 B60L M GB CH E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

061 C11D C GB FR E WG/13
F WG/14

062 C12C C GB EP E WG/13
F WG/14
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État

d’avancement

Next actions/
Prochaines actions

063 C12G C GB CH E WG/13
F WG/14

064 C12M C EP EP E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

065 C12Q C EP EP Rapporteur report by 28.07.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 28.07.06

066 C12S C US FR E WG/13
F WG/14

067 A01D M SE Comments by 01.09.06/
Observations pour le 01.09.06

068 A01F M SE Comments by 01.09.06/
Observations pour le 01.09.06

069 A23K M SE Initial proposal by 28.07.06/
Proposition initiale pour le 28.07.06

070 A23L M GB CH E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

071 A62D C EP EP E WG/15
F WG/15

072 G07F E EP EP E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

073 B03D M GB Indication of approval by 28.07.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 28.07.06

074 B04B M GB Rapporteur report by 01.09.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 01.09.06

075 B04C M GB Rapporteur report by 01.09.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 01.09.06

076 B05B M GB Indication of approval by 01.09.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 01.09.06

077 B07B M GB Indication of approval by 01.09.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 01.09.06

078 G21J M GB Rapporteur report by 01.09.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 01.09.06

079 A63B M GB Rapporteur report by 28.07.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 28.07.06

080 A63H M GB CH E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

081 B65D M GB Indication of approval by 01.09.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 01.09.06

082 G02F E EP EP E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

083 H01S E EP EP E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

084 H05C E GB CH E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

085 H05F E GB Indication of approval by 28.07.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 28.07.06
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État

d’avancement

Next actions/
Prochaines actions

086 H04M E SE Initial proposal by 28.07.06/
Proposition initiale pour le 28.07.06

087 H04Q E SE Comments by 30.06.06/
Observations pour le 30.06.06

088 C06B C EP Indication of approval by 01.09.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 01.09.06

089 C23F C EP Rapporteur report by 30.06.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 30.06.06

090 C08F C GB FR E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

091 C08G C GB FR E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

092 C08H C GB Comments by 30.06.06/
Observations pour le 30.06.06

093 C08L C GB Comments by 01.09.06/
Observations pour le 01.09.06

094 C09D C GB Comments by 30.06.06/
Observations pour le 30.06.06

095 C09J C GB Comments by 30.06.06/
Observations pour le 30.06.06

096 C07B C SE Indication of approval by 30.06.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 30.06.06

097 C07H C SE Indication of approval by 30.06.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 30.06.06

098 A61F M DE Rapporteur report by 30.06.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 30.06.06

099 C02F C DE Comments by 30.06.06/
Observations pour le 30.06.06

100 C08K C DE Rapporteur report by 30.06.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 30.06.06

101 F16C M DE Indication of approval by 28.07.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 28.07.06

102 F16D M DE Indication of approval by 28.07.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 28.07.06

103 F16G M DE Indication of approval by 28.07.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 28.07.06

104 A61C M US FR E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

105 A61D M US Rapporteur report by 30.06.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 30.06.06

106 A61H M US Rapporteur report by 28.07.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 28.07.06

107 A61J M US Rapporteur report by 28.07.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 28.07.06

108 A61L M US Rapporteur report by 28.07.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 28.07.06
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Status/
État

d’avancement

Next actions/
Prochaines actions

109 A61M M US FR Rapporteur report by 28.07.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 28.07.06

110 C01D C IE Initial proposal by 01.09.06/
Proposition initiale pour le 01.09.06

111 C01F C IE Initial proposal by 01.09.06/
Proposition initiale pour le 01.09.06

112 C01B C US Indication of approval by 01.09.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 01.09.06

113 C01C C US Comments by 28.07.06/
Observations pour le 28.07.06

114 C01G C US Indication of approval by 01.09.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 01.09.06

115 C22C C US Comments by 30.06.06/
Observations pour le 30.06.06

116 C22B C US Comments by 30.06.06/
Observations pour le 30.06.06

117 C22F C US Comments by 30.06.06/
Observations pour le 30.06.06

118 H01B E US Indication of approval by 30.06.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 30.06.06

119 H01C E US FR E WG/15 French version by 29.09.06/
Version française pour le 29.09.06

120 H01F E US Rapporteur report by 30.06.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 30.06.06

121 H01G E US Rapporteur report by 30.06.06/
Rapport du rapporteur pour le 30.06.06

122 H01J E US Indication of approval by 28.07.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 28.07.06

123 H01K E US Indication of approval by 28.07.06/
Indication d’approbation pour le 28.07.06

124 H04H E JP See project C 434/
Voir le projet C 434

125 H04W E EP See project C 435/
Voir le projet C 435

[Technical Annexes follow/
Les annexes techniques suivent]
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ANNEX 1E A01N [ Project-Rapporteur : C432/CN ] <WG15>  

 

 AL  D 65/02 (transferred to A01N 65/38 )   

 CL  N 65/03 ·   Algae    

 CL  N 65/12 ·  ·   Asteraceae or Compositae [Aster or Sunflower family], e.g. daisy, pyrethrum, artichoke, 
lettuce, sunflower, wormwood or tarragon    

 CL  N 65/14 ·  ·   Celastraceae [Staff-tree or Bittersweet family], e.g. spindle tree, bittersweets or thunder 
god vine    

 CL  N 65/16 ·  ·   Ericaceae [Heath or Blueberry family], e.g. rhododendron, arbutus, pieris, cranberry 
or bilberry    

 CL  N 65/18 ·  ·   Euphorbiaceae [Spurge family], e.g. ricinus [castorbean]    

 CL  N 65/20 ·  ·   Fabaceae or Leguminosae [Pea or Legume family], e.g. pea, lentil, soybean, clover, 
acacia, honey locust, derris or millettia    

 CL  N 65/22 ·  ·   Lamiaceae or Labiatae [Mint family], e.g. thyme, rosemary, skullcap, selfheal, 
lavender, perilla, pennyroyal, peppermint or spearmint    

 CL  N 65/24 ·  ·   Lauraceae [Laurel family], e.g. laurel, avocado, sassafras, cinnamon or camphor    

 CL  N 65/26 ·  ·   Meliaceae [Chinaberry or Mahogany family], e.g. mahogany, langsat or neem    

 CL  N 65/28 ·  ·   Myrtaceae [Myrtle family], e.g. teatree or clove    

 CL  N 65/30 ·  ·   Polygonaceae [Buckwheat family], e.g. red-knees or rhubarb    

 CL  N 65/32 ·  ·   Ranunculaceae [Buttercup family], e.g. hepatica, hydrastis or goldenseal    

 CL  N 65/34 ·  ·   Rosaceae [Rose family], e.g. strawberry, hawthorn, plum, cherry, peach, apricot or 
almond    

 CL  N 65/36 ·  ·   Rutaceae [Rue family], e.g. lime, orange, lemon, corktree or pricklyash    

 CL  N 65/38 ·  ·   Solanaceae [Potato family], e.g. nightshade, tomato, tobacco or chilli pepper    

 CL  N 65/42 ·  ·   Aloeaceae [Aloe family] or Liliaceae [Lily family], e.g. aloe, veratrum, onion, garlic or 
chives    

 CL  N 65/44 ·  ·   Poaceae or Gramineae [Grass family], e.g. bamboo, lemon grass or citronella grass    

 CL  N 65/46 ·  ·   Stemonaceae [Stemona family], e.g. croomia    

 CL  N 65/48 ·  ·   Zingiberaceae [Ginger family], e.g. ginger or galangal    
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ANNEX 2E H04H [ Project-Rapporteur : C434/JP ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Title BROADCAST COMMUNICATION ( transmission in general H04B ; multiplex 
communication H04J; pictorial communication aspects of broadcast systems H04N)     

 CL  M Note  
H04H 

< Note 1 Deleted >  
< Text deleted >  
< Text deleted >  

1. In this subclass , the following term or expression is used with the meaning 
indicated:  

• “broadcast” is simultaneous distribution of identical signals to plural receiving 
stations. The term "broadcast" does not include distribution to receiving stations 
which is controlled by requests or responses from the receiving stations.  

2. In this subclass , multi-aspect classification is applied, so that subject matter 
characterised by aspects covered by more than one of its groups, which is considered 
to represent information of interest for search, may also be classified in each of those 
groups.     

 CL  N 20/00 Arrangements for broadcast or for distribution combined with broadcast    

 CL  N 20/02 ·   Arrangements for relaying broadcast information    

 CL  N 20/10 ·   Arrangements for replacing or switching information during the broadcast or during the 
distribution    

 CL  N 20/12 ·   Arrangements for monitoring, testing or troubleshooting    

 CL  N 20/16 ·   Arrangements for broadcast or distribution of identical information repeatedly    

 CL  N 20/18 ·   Arrangements for synchronising broadcast or distribution via plural systems    

 CL  N 20/20 ·   Arrangements for broadcast or distribution of identical information via plural systems    

 CL  N 20/26 ·   Arrangements for switching distribution systems    

 CL  N 20/28 ·   Arrangements for simultaneous broadcast of plural pieces of information    

 CL  N 20/38 ·   Arrangements for distribution where lower stations, e.g. receivers, interact with the 
broadcast    

 CL  N 20/40 ·   Arrangements for broadcast specially adapted for accumulation-type receivers    

 CL  N 20/42 ·   Arrangements for resource management    

 CL  N 20/44 ·   Arrangements characterised by circuits or components specially adapted for broadcast    

 CL  N 20/53 ·   Arrangements specially adapted for specific applications e.g. for traffic information or for 
mobile receivers    

 CL  N 20/65 ·   Arrangements characterised by transmission systems for broadcast    
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 CL  N 20/67 ·  ·   Common-wave systems, i.e. using separate transmitters operating on substantially the 
same frequency    

 CL  N 20/76 ·  ·   Wired systems    

 CL  N 20/77 ·  ·  ·   using carrier waves    

 CL  N 20/86 ·   Arrangements characterised by the broadcast information itself    

 CL  N 20/88 ·  ·   Stereophonic broadcast systems    

 CL  N 40/00 Arrangements specially adapted for receiving broadcast information    

 CL  N 40/09 ·   Arrangements for receiving desired information automatically according to timetables    

 CL  N 40/18 ·   Arrangements characterised by circuits or components specially adapted for receiving    

 CL  N 60/00 Arrangements for broadcast applications with a direct linkage to broadcast information 
or to broadcast space-time; Broadcast-related systems    

 CL  N 60/02 ·   Arrangements for generating broadcast information; Arrangements for generating 
broadcast-related information with a direct linkage to broadcast information or to 
broadcast space-time; Arrangements for simultaneous generation of broadcast 
information and broadcast-related information    

 CL  N 60/04 ·  ·   Studio equipment; Interconnection of studios    

 CL  N 60/09 ·   Arrangements for device control with a direct linkage to broadcast information or to 
broadcast space-time; Arrangements for control of broadcast-related services    

 CL  N 60/25 ·   Arrangements for updating broadcast information or broadcast-related information    

 CL  N 60/27 ·   Arrangements for recording or accumulating broadcast information or broadcast-related 
information    

 CL  N 60/29 ·   Arrangements for monitoring broadcast services or broadcast-related services    

 CL  N 60/31 ·  ·   Arrangements for monitoring the use made of the broadcast services    

 CL  N 60/35 ·   Arrangements for identifying or recognising characteristics with a direct linkage to 
broadcast information or to broadcast space-time, e.g. for identifying broadcast stations 
or for identifying users    

 CL  N 60/56 ·   Arrangements characterised by components specially adapted for monitoring, 
identification or recognition covered by groups H04H 60/29 or H04H 60/35    

 CL  N 60/61 ·   Arrangements for services using the result of monitoring, identification or recognition 
covered by groups H04H 60/29 or H04H 60/35    

 CL  N 60/68 ·   Systems specially adapted for using specific information, e.g. geographical or 
meteorological information    

 CL  N 60/76 ·   Arrangements characterised by transmission systems other than for broadcast, e.g. the 
Internet    
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ANNEX 3E H04W [ Project-Rapporteur : C435/EP ] <WG15>  

 CL  N Title WIRELESS COMMUNICATION NETWORKS    
 

 CL  N Note  
H04W 

1. This subclass covers :  
• communication networks deploying an infrastructure for mobility 

management of wireless users connected thereto, e.g. cellular networks or 
wireless LANs [Local Area Networks]; 

• self-organizing wireless communication networks, e.g. ad-hoc networks; 
• wireless access networks, e.g. WLL [Wireless Local Loop]; 
• arrangements or techniques for planning or deploying wireless networks; 
• arrangements or techniques specially adapted for wireless services 

provisioning; 
• arrangements or techniques specially adapted for wireless network 

operation. 

Said networks are used for selectively establishing one or a plurality of 
communication links between a desired number of users or between users and 
network equipment for the purpose of transferring information via these 
communication links. 

2. This subclass does not cover :  
• arrangements using wireless links for the sole purpose of telecontrol or 

telemetry systems, which are covered by group H04Q 9/00; 
• wireless sensing of record carriers, which is covered by group G06K 7/10; 
• communication systems using wireless links for non-selective 

communication, e.g. wireless extensions, which are covered by group 
H04M 1/72; 

• broadcast communication, which is covered by H04H. 
3. In this subclass, at each hierarchical level, in the absence of an indication to the 

contrary, classification is made in the first appropriate place. 
  

 
ANNEX 4EF A23B [ Project-Rapporteur : M012/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL   7/06 < Advanced-to-core / Niveau élevé vers niveau de base >   
 

ANNEX 5E C07C [ Project-Rapporteur : M012/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Note  
C07C 

1. In this subclass, the following terms or expressions are used with the meanings 
indicated: 

• "bridged" means the presence of at least one fusion other than ortho, peri or 
spiro; 
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• two rings are "condensed" if they share at least one ring member, i.e. 
"spiro" and "bridged" are considered as condensed; 

• "condensed ring system" is a ring system in which all rings are condensed 
among themselves; 

• "number of rings" in a condensed ring system equals the number of 
scissions necessary to convert the ring system into one acyclic chain; 

• "quinones" are compounds derived from compounds containing a six-
membered aromatic ring or a system comprising six-membered aromatic 
rings (which system may be condensed or not condensed) by replacing two 
or four CH groups of the six-membered aromatic rings by 〉 C=O groups, 
and by removing one or two carbon-to-carbon double bonds, respectively, 
and rearranging the remaining carbon-to-carbon double bonds to give a ring 
or ring system with alternating double bonds, including the carbon-to-
oxygen bonds; this means that acenaphthenequinone or camphorquinone 
are not considered as quinones. [5] 

   
 

ANNEXE 5F C07C [ Projet-Rapporteur : M012/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Note  
C07C 

1. Dans la présente sous-classe, les expressions suivantes ont la signification ci-
dessous indiquée: 

• "pontés" indique la présence d'au moins une fusion autre que celles en 
ortho, en péri ou en spiro; 

• deux cycles sont "condensés" s'ils partagent au moins un chaînon cyclique, 
c. à d. que les cycles "spiro" et "pontés" sont considérés comme condensés;

• "système cyclique condensé" est un système cyclique dans lequel tous les 
cycles sont condensés entre eux; 

• "nombre de cycles", dans un système cyclique condensé, est égal au 
nombre de coupures nécessaires pour convertir le système cyclique en une 
chaîne acyclique; 

• "quinones" sont des composés dérivés de composés contenant un cycle 
aromatique à six chaînons ou un système comportant des cycles 
aromatiques à six chaînons (ce système pouvant être condensé ou non) en 
remplaçant deux ou quatre groupes CH des cycles aromatiques à six 
chaînons par des groupes 〉 C=O, et en supprimant une, respectivement 
deux, liaisons doubles carbone-carbone et en réarrangeant les liaisons 
doubles carbone-carbone subsistantes pour obtenir un cycle ou un système 
cyclique avec des liaisons doubles alternées, y compris les liaisons carbone-
oxygène; cela signifie que l'acénaphthènequinone ou la camphoquinone ne 
sont pas considérées comme des quinones. [5] 
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ANNEX 6E C09J [ Project-Rapporteur : M012/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Note  
C09J 

--- in groups C09J 123/06 and C09J 127/06.  
< Note 4 Deleted >  
< Note 5 Deleted >    

 CL  N Note  
101/00- 
201/00 

1. In groups C09J 101/00-C09J 201/00, any macromolecular constituent of an 
adhesive composition which is not identified by the classification according to 
Note (3) after the title of subclass C09J, and the use of which is determined to be 
novel and non-obvious, must also be classified in a group chosen from groups 
C09J 101/00-C09J 201/00. [8] 

2. Any macromolecular constituent of an adhesive composition which is not 
identified by the classification according to Note (3) after the title of subclass C09J
or Note (1) above, and which is considered to represent information of interest for 
search, may also be classified in a group chosen from groups C09J 101/00-C09J 
201/00. This can, for example, be the case when it is considered of interest to 
enable searching of adhesive compositions using a combination of classification 
symbols. Such non-obligatory classification should be given as "additional 
information". [8] 

  
 

ANNEXE 6F C09J [ Projet-Rapporteur : M012/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Note  
C09J 

--- les groupes C09J 123/06 et C09J 127/06.  
< Note 4 Supprimée >  
< Note 5 Supprimée >    

 CL  N Note  
101/00- 
201/00 

1. Dans les groupes C09J 101/00-C09J 201/00, tout constituant macromoléculaire 
d'une composition adhésive qui n'est pas lui-même identifié lors du classement 
effectué en appliquant la note (3) après le titre de la sous-classe C09J mais dont 
l'utilisation est considérée comme nouvelle et non évidente doit aussi être classé 
dans un des groupes C09J 101/00-C09J 201/00. [8] 

2. Tout constituant macromoléculaire d'une composition adhésive qui n'est pas 
identifié lors du classement effectué en appliquant la note (3) de la sous-classe 
C09J ou la note (1) ci-dessus et qui est considéré comme présentant une valeur 
informative pour la recherche, peut aussi être classé dans un des groupes C09J 
101/00-C09J 201/00. Tel peut notamment être le cas lorsqu'il présente un intérêt 
pour la recherche de compositions adhésives au moyen d'une combinaison de 
symboles de classement. Ce classement non obligatoire doit être considéré comme 
une "information additionnelle". [8] 
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ANNEX 7E C11B [ Project-Rapporteur : M012/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Title PRODUCING ( pressing, extraction ) , e.g. BY PRESSING RAW MATERIALS OR BY 
EXTRACTION FROM WASTE MATERIALS, REFINING OR PRESERVING FATS, 
FATTY SUBSTANCES ( e.g. lanolin ) , e.g. LANOLIN, FATTY OILS OR WAXES, 
INCLUDING EXTRACTION FROM WASTE MATERIALS ; ESSENTIAL OILS ; 
PERFUMES ( drying-oils C09F )     

 
ANNEXE 7F C11B [ Projet-Rapporteur : M012/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Titre PRODUCTION ( pressage, extraction ) , p.ex. PAR PRESSAGE DE MATIÈRES 
PREMIÈRES OU PAR EXTRACTION À PARTIR DE RÉSIDUS, RAFFINAGE OU 
CONSERVATION DES GRAISSES, DES MATIÈRES GRASSES ( p.ex. lanoline ) , 
p.ex. LANOLINE, DES HUILES OU DES CIRES, Y COMPRIS L'EXTRACTION À 
PARTIR DE RÉSIDUS ; HUILES ESSENTIELLES ; PARFUMS ( huiles siccatives 
C09F )     

 
ANNEX 8E F28F [ Project-Rapporteur : M013/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M 27/00 Control arrangements or safety devices specially adapted for heat-exchange or heat-
transfer apparatus     

 
ANNEXE 8F F28F [ Projet-Rapporteur : M013/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M 27/00 Commandes spécialement adaptéesou dispositifs de sécurité spécialement adaptés pour 
les appareils d'échange ou de transfert de chaleur     

 
ANNEX 9E B63B [ Project-Rapporteur : M014/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M 35/00 Vessels or like floating structures adapted for special purposes (vessels characterised by 
load- accommodating arrangements B63B 25/00; fire- fighting vessels A62C 29/00; 
submarines, mine-layers, or mine-sweepers B63G; large containers for use in or under 
water B65D 88/78)     

 
ANNEXE 9F B63B [ Projet-Rapporteur : M014/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M 35/00 Navires ou structures flottantes analogues adaptés à des fins particulières (navires 
caractérisés par leurs installations de chargement B63B 25/00; bateaux-pompes destinés à la 
lutte contre l'incendie A62C 29/00; sous-marins, mouilleurs ou dragueurs de mines B63G; 
réceptacles destinés à être utilisés dans ou sous l'eau B65D 88/78)     
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ANNEX 10E F21S [ Project-Rapporteur : M014/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Title NON-PORTABLE LIGHTING DEVICES OR SYSTEMS THEREOF (burners F23D )    

 CL D Guidance 
heading 
2/00- 
10/00 

< Deleted >  

 

 CL  M 2/00 Systems of electric lighting devices, not provided for in main groups F21S 4/00-F21S 
10/00 or F21S 19/00, e.g. of modular construction     

 CL  M 4/00 DevicesLighting devices or systems using a string or strip of electric light sources     

 CL  M 6/00 DevicesElectric lighting devices intended to be free-standing ( F21S 9/00, F21S 10/00 
take precedence )     

 CL  M 8/00 DevicesElectric lighting devices intended for fixed installation ( F21S 9/00, F21S 10/00 
take precedence ; using a string or strip of electric light sources F21S 4/00 )     

 CL  M 9/00 DevicesElectric lighting devices with a built-in power supply ; Systems employing such 
deviceselectric lighting devices with a built-in power supply    

 CL  M 10/00 DevicesElectric lighting devices or systems producing a varying lighting effect     

 CL D Guidance 
heading 
11/00- 
15/00 

< Deleted >  

 

 CL  M 11/00 DevicesNon-electric lighting devices or systems using daylight ( building arrangements 
in general, building details E04 ; windows or the like E06B )     

 CL  M 13/00 DevicesNon-electric lighting devices or systems employing a point-like light source ; 
Devices( candle holders F21V 35/00 ) ; Non-electric lighting devices or systems 
employing a light source of unspecified shape     

 CL  M 15/00 DevicesNon-electric lighting devices or systems employing light sources not covered by 
group F21S 11/00 or F21S 13/00main groups F21S 11/00, F21S 13/00 or F21S 19/00    

 CL  M 19/00 DevicesLighting devices or systems employing combinations of electric and non-electric 
light sources ; Replacing electric byor exchanging electric light sources with non-
electric light sources or vice versa     

 
ANNEXE 10F F21S [ Projet-Rapporteur : M014/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Titre DISPOSITIFS D'ÉCLAIRAGE NON PORTATIFS ; SYSTÈMES DE TELS 
DISPOSITIFS (brûleurs F23D )     

 CL D Rubrique 
d’orientation 
2/00- 10/00 

< Supprimée >  
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 CL  M 2/00 Systèmes de dispositifs d'éclairage électriques non prévus dans les groupes principaux 
F21S 4/00-F21S 10/00 ou F21S 19/00, p. ex. de structure modulaire     

 CL  M 4/00 Dispositifs ou systèmes d'éclairage utilisant une guirlande ou une bande de sources 
lumineuses électriques     

 CL  M 6/00 Dispositifs d'éclairage électriques destinés à tenir debout tout seuls ( F21S 9/00, F21S 
10/00 ont priorité )     

 CL  M 8/00 Dispositifs d'éclairage électriques destinés à des installations fixes ( F21S 9/00, F21S 
10/00 ont priorité ; utilisant une guirlande ou une bande de sources lumineuses 
électriques F21S 4/00 )     

 CL  M 9/00 Dispositifs d'éclairage électriques avec une source de courant incorporée ; Systèmes 
utilisant de tels dispositifsdes dispositifs d'éclairage électriques avec une source de 
courant incorporée    

 CL  M 10/00 Dispositifs ou systèmes d'éclairage électriques produisant un effet d'éclairage variable    

 CL D Rubrique 
d’orientation 
11/00- 15/00 

< Supprimée >  

 

 CL  M 11/00 Dispositifs ou systèmes d'éclairage non électriques utilisant la lumière du jour ( 
aménagements des immeubles en général, parties constitutives des immeubles E04 ; 
fenêtres ou ouvertures similaires E06B )     

 CL  M 13/00 Dispositifs ou systèmes d'éclairage non électriques utilisant une source lumineuse 
ponctuelle ( chandeliers F21V 35/00 ) ; Dispositifs ou systèmes d'éclairage non 
électriques utilisant une source lumineuse de forme non spécifiée     

 CL  M 15/00 Dispositifs ou systèmes d'éclairage non électriques utilisant des sources lumineuses non 
couvertes par les groupes F21S 11/00 ou F21S 13/00principaux F21S 11/00, F21S 13/00
ou F21S 19/00    

 CL  M 19/00 Dispositifs ou systèmes d'éclairage utilisant une combinaison de sources de lumière 
électriques et non électriques ; Remplacement des sourcesou échange des sources 
d'éclairage électriques par des sources non électriques ou vice versa     

 
ANNEX 11E F25C [ Project-Rapporteur : M014/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M Title PRODUCTION, WORKING, STORING, OR DISTRIBUTION OF ICE ( frozen 
sweets, including ice-cream, their production A23G 9/00 ; concentrating solutions by 
removing frozen solvents B01D 9/04 ; purification of water by freezing C02F 1/22 ; 
refrigeration machines, plants, or systems F25B ; solidification of gases or gaseous 
mixtures F25J ; freeze-drying F26B )     

 CL  M 5/00 Working or distributing, storing or distribution of ice     
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ANNEXE 11F F25C [ Projet-Rapporteur : M014/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  U Titre < Inchangé >   

 CL  M 5/00 Travail, stockage ou distribution de la glace     
 

ANNEX 12E F27B [ Project-Rapporteur : M014/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M 19/00 Combinations of furnaces of kinds notdifferent kinds of furnace that are not all covered 
by any single one of main groups F27B 1/00-F27B 17/00    

 
ANNEXE 12F F27B [ Projet-Rapporteur : M014/IB ] <WG15>  

 

 CL  M 19/00 Combinaisons de fours de genres nondifférents genres de fours qui ne sont pas tous 
couverts par un seul des groupes principaux F27B 1/00-F27B 17/00    

 

 
   
 
 

[End of Technical Annexes and of document/ 
Fin des annexes techniques et du document] 
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